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Energy Distribution of Electrons Ejected from Tungsten by He* *
F. M. Propst
Department of Physics, University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois
The results of a calculation of the energy 
distribution of electrons ejected from tungsten 
by low energy He are presented. The calculation 
is based on a mechanistic model of the process 
in which the ejected electrons are divided into 
two groups: 1) the electrons excited in the
primary process that can escape directly; and,
2) the electrons that escape because of inter­
actions between the primary electrons and those 
of the band structure of the solid. Secondary 
electron data are used to predict the portion 
due to this second mechanism.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The potential ejection of electrons from solid surfaces by low 
energy ions has been studied extensively both experimentally and theoreti­
cally.* ^  Since the phenomenon is sensitive to the surface structure, 
both the experimental and theoretical treatments are quite complicated.
In this paper we give the preliminary results of the calculation (based 
on a mechanistic model of the process) of the energy distribution of 
electrons ejected from tungsten by He+. We attempt to take into account 
the interactions of the electrons excited in the primary Auger process 
with those of the band structure of the solid. In the case under 
discussion, these interactions appear to give rise to about fifty per 
cent of the total measured yield.
In order to calculate the energy distribution of electrons ejected 
by ions, we must know: 1) The distribution in energy and angle, N(E,ft ),
of the electrons excited inside the metal in the primary process; 2) The 
escape probability, F(E,0 ), of the electrons; 3) The effect of inter­
actions between the primary electrons and the electrons of the solid. These 
items are treated in the following sections.
II. ENERGY DISTRIBUTION OF PRIMARY ELECTRONS
Figure 1 shows a sketch commonly used to describe the situation 
that exists when an ion approaches a solid surface. One electron falls 
into the vacant atomic level. The energy released in the transition is 
then adsorbed by a second electron from the solid. We can look at the process 
in two ways. First, we can assume that the Coulomb interaction between the
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two participating electrons is the perturbation that causes the transition. 
Alternatively, we can take the radiation field set up by the first electron 
when it falls into the atomic level as the perturbation that excites the 
second electron. Burhop^ has shown that in the nonrelativistic limit the 
two approaches give the same results. If we look at the process from this 
second point of view, we can divide the problem into two parts. First, 
we must calculate the probability that the first electron "radiates" and 
then the probability that a second electron absorbs the radiation.
In the dipole radiation matrix element
eA t r*mldT' (1)
the atomic ground state wave function, \|r , is strongly localized aroundat
the ion. The integral is then approximately of the form,
k*ml(0), (2)
where f , (0) is the value at the ion core of the wave function of the 
electron initially in the metallic state ml. Thus the probability, w, 
that an electron initially in this state falls into the atomic level is
w = A | +ai (0)
As an estimate of the relative value of | 
transmission probability
l * i (0) I a h(Ex ,V) exp [”2( 2} L * 2
2mx 1/2
(3)
i 2"ty . (0)j , we use the WKB
x ( E  )m x
Ox - v(x)J
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where xm (Ex) is the turning point at the ion side of the barrier,
V(x) is the potential along the normal between the ion and the metal 
surface, Ex is the kinetic energy corresponding to the component of the k 
vector normal to the surface, and h(Ex?V) is a slowly varying function 
which we shall take to be unity. Assuming that the potential V(x) is 
given by the Coulomb potential of the ion, the image of the ion, and the 
image of the electron, we have
V «  - -  3 . 6 [ ^  + ■Ti L 2 ]  * (5)c d - x
where V is in eV, x is the coordinate normal to the surface measured in
o
Angstroms, xc is chosen to make the potential equal to minus the work 
function at x equal to zero, and d is the ion-surface separation.
By numerical integration, we have found, to a good degree of 
approximation, that
x t t  >r* m X
2 ( 2 | ) 1 / 2  /  (E .  V) 1 / 2  dx _  a ( d )  J -E .  E J +  b ( d ) )  ( 6 )
*o
where E^ , is the Fermi energy and a(d) was found to vary as shown in Fig.
2. Since we are interested in the variation of the transition probability 
with the total initial energy of the electron, we must integrate (6), 
weighted by the appropriate state density function, over E^ at constant E. 
However, this merely introduces a slowly varying function of E which, like 
h(Ex>V), we shall neglect in this first treatment. Thus the probability 
that an electron with initial kinetic energy E takes part in a transition 
to the atomic level when the ion is at a distance d is
w(d,E) = B(d) exp [- a(d) (Ep - E)J (7)
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The energy, E^, released in such a transition is
(d) - <p - (Ef - E) (8)
where E.'(d) is the effective ionization potential of the ion and <p is the 
work function of the metal. Thus, in terms of the energy released, we have
wCdjE^) * B(d) exp £-a(d) [ E±' (d) - cp - E^"] J
For the second stage of the excitation process, we assume that:
1) The density of states of the conduction band is constant 2) The 
temperature of the system is 0°K; 3) The probability of Absorption Is
independent of the initial state of the absorbing electron and of the 
energy, E^, absorbed; and, 4) The majority of the transitions take place 
when the ion is within a small range of a critical distance, dQ, from the 
surface.^
Using these assumptions, we find that the energy distribution inside 
the metal, NL(E), of the electrons excited in the Auger process is,
N^E)
x) dx, R < E < R + Ej,
-I, - x)j dx, R + Ep < E < R + 2Ep ,
(10)
where a * a(dQ) and tj ■ (E-R)/2 and R is the minimum energy of the excited 
electrons,
R = Ei' - Ep - cp (ID
6 .
Integrating and normalizing to one electron excited per incident ion 
(i.e., assuming all ions are neutralized by this process), we get
exp
r
- a [ei' (d) - cp - e ] - exp aE^J
N^E) = *
1 - expjVa
Ef J-l - exp [- eEF ]j 
[ E ^ d )  + E f - cp - Ej] t
'1 - exp [- aEp Jj V
“ 9 - Ep < E < Ei"
cp < E < Ei* + Ep - cp
(12)
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Figure 3 shows N^(E) for a equal to 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5 eV ^. This 
corresponds, according to Fig. 2, to d equal to 2.05, 2.35, and 2.66 A 
respectively. Hagstrum^ had derived the effective ionization potential,
Ei* (d), for He+. His results are shown in Fig. 2. From this curve, we find 
the effective ionization potentials for the three values of a above, to be 
21.6, 22.8, and 23.2 eV respectively. These values have been used in 
plotting Fig. 3.
In this paper, we have taken the angular distribution of the 
excited electrons to be iostropic for all energies. While this is obviously 
not the most likely distribution, its simplicity is appealing. We have 
done the same calculation using an angular distribution with the shape of a 
prolate spheroid, the major axis being normal to the surface and the ratio 
of the major to minor axes being 4/3. The results obtained using this 
distribution are in better agreement with the experimental curve. We 
shall not present these results here since the simpler form, i.e., the 
isotropic distribution, is more in keeping with the approximations and 
assumptions used in the rest of the calculation.
7III. PROBABILITY OF ESCAPE
Having an energy-angular distribution, we must next consider the 
problem of how the electrons escape from the metal. The electrons that 
escape can be divided into two classes. A fraction of those excited in the 
primary process have a large enough component of momentum directed towards 
the surface that they are able to escape from the metal. However, there 
is a large fraction of the primary electrons that do not satisfy this 
condition and cannot pass over the surface barrier directly. There is the 
possibility that these electrons can then interact with the other electrons 
of the solid, producing electrons that can escape. This latter possibility 
will be considered in the next section.
We shall consider that all electrons escape from the metal that 
have a component of momentum, pn , normal to the surface such that
> (13)
where E, ■ E_ + cp is the surface barrier. This condition on p defines b F *n
a cone, the axis of which is normal to the surface, with a half-angle 6 , 
where
£?c » cos 1 (Eb/E)1^2 . (14)
The total momentum vectors of the electrons that can escape lie within this 
cone. Thus for an isotropic angular distribution, the fraction, F, of 
electrons with energy E that escape is given by
8 .
F(E) = \[ 1 - (Efe/E)1/2 ] . (15)
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The "primary" energy distribution, N^(E'), is then
Np (E') * F(E' + Ep + 9) ^(E* + Ep + 9), (16)
where E' is the external kinetic energy ofthe escaping electron.
In Fig. 4, we show the N (E*) curves for the three values of a
9)listed previously. We also show an experimentally determined distribution 
for 40 eV He incident on tungsten. It is interesting to note that the
o
curve for a = 0.4 (dQ = 2.35A, E^' = 22.8 eV) gives a good fit to the high 
energy edge of the experimental distribution in two ways. First, it "fits" 
this portion of the curve. Secondly, its position on the energy scale, 
which is determined by the effective ionization potential, is such that it 
coincides with the experimental curve. The fact that these two independent 
criteria are satisfied gives us some confidence in the assumptions used in
' o
the calculation. It is also interesting to note that the value of dQ(2.35A)
° 4)determined here agrees well with the value of 2.2A estimated by Hagstrum.
We must note at this point that there are two effects neglected in 
this treatment that tend to cancel one another. First, as mentioned earlier, 
the angular distribution is probably peaked in the direction normal to the 
surface. This would increase the magnitude of Np (E'). Secondly, some of 
the electrons that have sufficient momentum normal to the surface to escape 
would be scattered, thus reducing the Np (E') distribution. A firmer 
calculation of the shape of the angular distribution is needed to shed 
light on the relative importance of these two effects.
9IV. THE EFFECT OF ELECTRON-ELECTRON INTERACTIONS
The energy distribution N^(E) of the primary Auger electrons that 
cannot escape directly from the metal is
Ni' (E) = [l - F(E) ] N^E) . (17)
We assume the secondaries caused by these electrons to have the same
energy distribution as the secondaries caused by external electrons
introduced into the metal with the energy profile N^'(E).
10)Harrower has measured the relative energy distributions of
secondary electrons from tungsten produced by 7, 10 and 20 eV primary electrons,
11)and Ahearn has determined the total yield for primary energies down to about 
2 eV. These results were combined to obtain the absolute energy distributions 
for the three primary energies listed. The ^'(E) distribution was then 
divided into three regions, corresponding approximately to the three values 
of primary energy available. The secondary distributions, omitting the portion 
due to reflected electrons, were then weighted by the fraction of electrons 
in the respective regions. The results are shown in Fig. 5. The sum,
N (E1), of the three resulting curves corresponds to the "secondary1’ portion 
of the Auger electrons. The curve is of the proper form but appears to be 
too large by a factor of approximately 1.3. We take this to indicate that 
the depth of excitation of the Auger electrons is somewhat greater than the 
penetration depth of external electrons of the appropriate energies. If 
this hypothesis is true, the latter would be somewhat more efficient at 
producing secondaries.
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Figure 6 shows the energy distribution predicted by this treatment
along with the experimental curve. We have shown the results obtained using
the N (E1) distribution of Fig. 5. We have also shown the results obtained s
by using 0.78 N (E1). This latter correction is the only adjustment made s
to fit the experimental results.
V. SUMMARY
We have given the results of a much simplified treatment of the
ejection of electrons from tungsten by He+. The agreement between the
experimental distribution and the one predicted by this method is reasonably
good. Specifically we feel that the agreement is sufficiently good to
substantiate the hypothesized importance of the electron-electron interactions.
It is quite possible that this treatment or some modification of it might
also be applicable to other systems. In particular, the results obtained
by Hagstrum“^  for He+ on silicon and germanium show a double peaked structure
which fits nicely into this theory. We also believe that the technique of
using secondary electron data to fit the low energy portion ofthe distribution
12)might be applied to the energy distributions of photoelectrons.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Fig. 1. Energy level diagram of the ion-metal surface system, illustrating 
Auger neutralization of the ion.
4)Fig, 2. Plots of the variation of the effective ionization potential
and of the exponential factor, a, with the ion-surface separation.
Fig. 3. Plots of the internal energy distribution, N^(E), (Eq. 12), and 
of the escape factor, F(E), (Eq. 15). The effective ionization 
potentials as determined from Fig. 2 were used in plotting the N^(E) 
curves.
Fig, 4, Comparison of N^CE'), (Eq. 16), with the experimental distribution9)
Fig. 5. Construction of the energy distribution, Ng(E*), of secondaries 
caused by electron-electron interactions. Curves 1, 2, and 3 are 
the distributions arising from the portions of N^(E') centered at 
13, 10, and 7 eV respectively. Curve 1 was approximated from the 
results Harrower'^ obtained for 20 eV primary energy (there were no 
data available for 13 eV).
9)Fig. 6. Comparison of the theoretical and experimental distributions.
Ng(E') is the result shown in Fig. 5, and Np(E') is that calculated 
for a equal to 0.4 eV ^.
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